FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8

12:00  Martha Collins, Carlsborg, WA, Booth 720: Martha will laminate thinly sliced, stacked, shifted and then re-laminated exotic hardwoods to make bowls and bracelets. They can contain 1000 pieces of wood.

1:00   Roberta Massuch, Philadelphia, PA, Booth 229: Roberta will demonstrate her handbuilding technique which uses bisque molds to construct her vessels.

2:00   Jewels Franz, Reading, PA, Booth 220: Jewels will demonstrate weaving on a table loom and show how simple hand manipulation can change the aesthetic of a piece.

3:00   Nicole Haddad and Jordan Haddad, Philadelphia, PA, Booth 132: This brother and sister team will discuss their design process, hand printing process and construction. With live models they will show their clothing line and talk about sustainable initiatives and new techniques.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9

12:00   Ian M. Petrie, Philadelphia, PA, Booth 221: Ian will demonstrate his unique process of transferring hand-drawn illustrations onto functional pottery forms through the screen print medium. Hear how he prints editions, transfers to wet clay, and ultimately handbuilds his forms to complement his drawings.

1:00   Fashion Show Event: Join us for a show of fashion, jewelry, and accessories, all from our Show floor.

2:00   Jennifer McCurdy, Vineyard Haven, MA, Booth 509: Jennifer will demonstrate how she carves her porcelain vessels to make intricate designs expressing light and shadow. She will answer questions about the process of wheel-thrown, high fire porcelain.

3:00   Steven Ford, Philadelphia, PA, Booth 308: Using just a few common kitchen tools, Steve will demonstrate a range of techniques using polymer, wood, glass and other materials to create his sophisticated yet playful jewelry.